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simulated history,   this paper discusses a practical  testing methodology  that  includes  the creation of  
image files, the allocation of these image files, and the use of forensic tools to examine disk contents  
before   and   after   the   execution   of   the   secure   erasure   applications  on   the   simulated   user   history.  
Additionally, a reporting mechanism has been formulated that will allow test results to be efficiently  
compiled and compared to  form valid conclusions about  the effectiveness of each erasure utility on  
internet history.
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This  paper  details  a   testing  and experimentation  methodology  suitable   for   this  purpose.  The  final 
methodology is designed with forensic validity, integrity and test reproducibility as primary objectives, 
and will result in a robust mechanism for testing these utilities under Windows XP SP2.  Additionally, 














however they portray a  reasonable and accurate  representation of  typical  erasure  tools  available to 
consumers and organisations.  Application version and vendor information are recorded in Table 1.
Table 1.0 Details and Versions of Secure Erasure Applications
Application Name Version/Build # Vendor
Anti Tracks 6.9.2 RIGHT Utilities Incorporated
Cyber Scrub Privacy 
Suite
4.0 Cyber Scrub LLC
R-Wipe & Clean 6.5 / 1238 R-tools Technology Incorporated
Tracks Eraser Pro 5.7 AceSoft

























Window Washer   is   a   secure   erasure   utility   produced   by  Webroot  Software   Inc.  Window Washer 





















































Address bar history (Firefox)     
Address bar history (IE)     
Address bar history (Mozilla)     
Address bar history (Netscape)     
Address bar history (Opera)     
Cookies (Firefox)     
Cookies (IE)     
Cookies (Mozilla)     
Cookies (Netscape)     
Cookies (Opera)     
Temporary Internet files     
Internet history files     
History of auto complete     
Index.dat     
Windows temp files     
Registry     
P2P     
Instant Messaging     
‘Secure Erase’ facility     
‘Schedule’ facility     
‘Profile’ selection     
 = Additional plug-in / configuration required.
Table 3.0 Details and Versions of Installed Software Applications
Application 
Purpose
Application Name Version / Build # Vendor




Netscape 7.2 Netscape 
Communications 
Corporation
Opera 9.01 / 8552 Opera Software 
ASA
P2P / Download 
Clients
Limewire 4.1.26 Limewire LLC
BearShare 6.0.0.23778 Music Lab LLC
BitTorrent 4.24.0 Open Source
Instant Messaging MSN Messenger 7.5 / 7.5.0324 Microsoft 
Corporation
Media Programs iTunes 7.0.1.8 Apple Computer 
Incorporated



















Internet   Explorer   stores   browser   history   under   an   individual   user(s)’  Windows   profile.  Windows 
operating   systems   (from  Windows   2000   onwards)  maintain   an   individual   profile   for   each   user, 
including their own “My Documents”, “My Pictures” and “My Music” folders, which are hidden from 






Mozilla, Mozilla Derivatives (Firefox), and Netscape
These browsers (and other web browsers based on them) store history information in a similar fashion 
to Internet Explorer (IE).  Like IE, these browsers store Internet history in a single file without cached 














Drive   partitioning  will   be   accomplished   by   using   partition  management   software   (e.g.   Partition 









browsers   (Opera,  Microsoft   Internet   Explorer,  Netscape,  Mozilla  Firefox),   peer­to­peer   (P2P)   and 
download   applications   (Limewire,   Bearshare,     BitTorrent)   and   instant   messaging   clients   (MSN 
Messenger),  and media applications (Quicktime, iTunes).   Some of the erasure tools are able to be 










process repeated for  each of  the secure erasure programs.    These images are  then to be placed  in 
separate partitions on the test machine.




partition,   the installed version of Windows XP Service Pack 2 will  be modified to include typical 
Internet applications for a variety of purposes.





validity  of   images   through comparison  and  re­calculation  (Department  of   Justice/Office  of  Justice 
Programs,   2004).     Under   Helix,   hash   calculations   can   be   performed   using   the   “md5sum”   and 
“sha1sum” commands.




















Explorer,  Opera,  Netscape and Mozilla  derivatives  (Mandiant,  2006).    Web Historian functions by 
analysing caches and indexes, and exports the analysis results into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet of 












secure erasure utility  being   tested.    The reporting  mechanism will  also  include any differences  in 
hardware or software configurations on the test platforms.
The development of a standing reporting form enables test results to be compiled and recorded under a 
uniform   structure,   and   allows   tests   to   be   repeated   under   the   same   conditions   for   verification,   or 
repetition of the intended experiments.
CONCLUSION
This research in progress outlines a methodology for testing the efficacy of commercially available 
secure erasure utilities in regards to the context of an average home/small business user.  Specifically, a 
method for the simulation of such a history has been discussed, including appropriate applications and 
activities.  Additionally, a testing procedure has been discussed that should allow for valid, reproducible 
research and testing to be conducted in this area, with a suitable recording and reporting mechanism as 
a component.
Academic research in this field is necessary to produce meaningful and relevant results that can be used 
by both users and practitioners. End users can determine whether a particular application will suit their 
requirements, and electronic evidence practitioners can use the information for forensic purposes.
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